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Eternals
Orchard Classics is a collectible hardcover line of Newbery award-winning titles from the Orchard backlist that have fresh,
beautiful new designs and include author prefaces and discussion guides. A GIRL NAMED DISASTER is the humorous and
heartwrenching story of young girl who discovers her own courage and strength when she makes the dangerous journey
from Mozambique to Zimbabwe. Nhamo is a Shona girl living in a traditional village in Mozambique in 1981. When her
family tries to force her into a marriage with a cruel man, she flees. What was supposed to have been a short boat trip
across the border into Zimbabwe, where she hoped to find her father, turns into an adventure filled with challenges and
danger that lasts a year.

King Killer
A year in the life of a female dinosaur.

The John Blake Chronicles
Jessmei thought she had escaped.But the Elvens know that her protector is gone. They will not rest until she has been
found, captured, and made to serve their agenda.Can the beautiful princess navigate this political web and restore her
kingdom?

Lion's Quest
The country of Nia has fallen to the Ancients and circumstances are grim for the humans.Kaiyer must return to the broken
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castle to save his friends, reconcile his past, and find a way to break the hold that the enemy agents have over the country.

Neversfall
Night Touch: Notte Oscura, #2
Adam, Eve, and Z have successfully escaped the grasp of the Elaka Nota Corporation. Their plan was simple: arrive at the
trading outpost on Gliese 876 - C's moon, look for honest work, and buy supplies for their strange new starship. But the
team soon finds themselves fighting for the freedom of an entire planet, and the weretiger space marine, powerful vampire,
and snarky hacker will have to use all their abilities to survive.

Space Knight 2
A wild chase that takes the Queen, the King, the Admiral, the Captain, the General, the Sergeant and even the little dog
through the night.

The Departed, (MacKinnon Curse Series, Book 3)
Cut class. Kick ass. Save the frigging world.Dan fought hard to win the throne. He'll need to fight even harder to keep it.
When two armies descend upon the Wildervast, Dan must gather a barbarian horde to defend his lands, his people, and his
wives. Meanwhile, an artifact of great power rekindles an ancient conflict within his own fortress. Then, as war rages within
and without, the wicked, all-powerful succubus queen threatens to replace Dan's crown with a slave collar. With staggering
challenges, fiery new wives, and everything on the line, Dan the Warlord is the epic conclusion of the Gold, Girls, and Glory
series. Warning: Dan the Warlord includes graphic violence, a harem of gorgeous ass-kicking girls, an extremely evil
artifact, monster girls, a horde of foul-mouthed barbarians, and a succubus queen bent on making Dan her pet. Read at
your own risk.

Firehurler
"Has all the lush world-building and intoxicating magic of the Harry Potter universe" — Entertainment Weekly "Lush and
sweeping swords-and-sorcery romance" — The New York Times Assassin's Creed meets Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them in this gripping, epic fantasy romance trilogy. My heart wasn't part of the deal when I bargained for my life, But
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assassins so rarely keep their word. Exiled Charmer Leena Edenfrell is running out of time. Empty pockets forced her to sell
her beloved magical beasts—an offense punishable by death—and now there's a price on her head. With the realm's most
talented murderer-for-hire nipping at her heels, Leena makes Noc an offer he can't refuse: powerful mythical creatures in
exchange for her life. Plagued by a curse that kills everyone he loves, Noc agrees to Leena's terms in hopes of finding a
cure. Never mind that the dark magic binding the assassin's oath will eventually force him to choose between Leena's
continued survivaland his own. The Beast Charmer Series: Kingdom of Exiles The Frozen Prince (coming early 2020) The
Shattered Crown (coming late 2020)

A Lion in the Night
When Sergeant Jay Lucas is snatched away from his family farm by a diabolical sentient spaceship, he thought his life was
over. But when his AI captor pumps Jay full of an insanely powerful liquid metal armor, he soon discovers the kidnapping
was only the beginning of his trials.As the bloodthirsty AI trains Jay to harvest souls and increase the duo's power, Jay learns
there is a whole universe of bad guys who need killing. And when Jay's unwavering moral compass puts him at odds with
the plans of an alien mercenary company, he's soon on the run with a gorgeous space princess.Urged to harvest souls by
his AI partner, Jay must learn to put his awesome powers to work for the good guys. The universe just got a whole lot more
dangerous, and a hell of a lot more fun.

The Bone Thief
To protect the crew against betrayal, Captain Cross sends the Stalwart on a training mission to Ecoma, a gas giant
populated by evolved humans with dangerous empathic abilities.The journey was supposed to be easy: Acquire training
from the evolved humans, negotiate the use of magical devices that can protect the knights from mind control, and get a
bit of R&R.Of course, nothing is ever easy with the Stalwart, and Squire Nicholas Lyons soon finds himself battling for his life
against sensual mind readers, hordes of bloodthirsty Grendels, enemy kingdom warriors, and a berserker knight named
Olav.

Binary Pair
Welcome to Petrasada. The City of Light. The City of Clouds. The City of Joy. It is the last bastion of human life floating miles
above an endless desert world. And a string of serial murders are threatening to tear the city apart. Anelia Orba is the
newest rookie in the magical winged police force of Petrasada. She is inexperienced, naive, paired with a resentful partner,
and fully expected to fail. But when a strange clue takes Anelia off the procedural path, she'll have to overcome the odds
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before the City of Light falls to darkness, and she loses everything she cares about.

7 Deadly Roommates
Two worlds linked by dreams prepare for war. Kyrus had lived a quiet life as a scribe until his dreams begin seeping into his
waking life. Fanciful tales of magic and battle turn out to be real. What he witnesses in his sleep are the adventures of his
twin. As he struggles to assimilate the existence of magic into his mundane life, Kyrus is swept up in the intrigues of those
who already know of this connection between worlds. Now Kyrus must learn a deadly game against opponents who already
know the rules. He must join forces with his twin to combat threats in both worlds. One misstep or misplaced trust and
Kyrus could find himself dying twice. Firehurler is the first book of Twinborn Chronicles: Awakening. For fans of epic fantasy
two aren't looking to start another unfinished series, the Twinborn Chronicles provides multiple new worlds to explore and
all the closure you've long been denied.

Wings of Justice
You've just found the ultimate erotic science-fiction series!It's 2779 and a retired Terran Federation Marine has taken up life
as a trader. Follow John Blake's adventures as he travels the galaxy on his freighter, the "Fool's Gold". This is the first book
in a massive epic full of beautiful women, rampaging aliens, gunfights, space combat, and a mysterious heritage that will
shake the foundations of the galaxyA multi-award winning adult space opera by M Tefler.

The Dinosaur Lords
They came for the coffee and wound up in the Cretaceous. A ticking sound fills the air as Tim MacGregor enters The Daily
Edition Cafe, hoping to meet his new girlfriend for coffee. Moments later, a chunk of building is transported 67 million years
back in time, along with everyone inside. Ten unlikely companions find themselves in a world of dinosaurs and prehistoric
reptiles. Several survivors compete for leadership as they search for a way home, while one member of the group plots to
keep them all trapped in the past"

The Destroyer Book 3
Chicago firefighter Ethan DePaolo expected to die when a flaming building collapsed on him during a rescue. Instead, he
was teleported away by the watchful god of a fantasy world and asked to be a hero once more.Armed with magic tattoos
and his trusty fireman's axe, Ethan sets out to rid this new world of the dragon scourge. But when his magic works in
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unexpected ways, he learns he has unmatched power to dominate his winged serpent enemies.Or anyone else that stands
in his way.Disclaimer: Dragon Slayer is a pulp sword and sorcery novel written in the spirit of Robert E. Howard, Michael
Moorcock, and Fritz Leiber. The novel contains extreme violence and a harem of beautiful sorceresses that the hero sleeps
with, so it is not meant for readers under the age of 18.

A Girl Named Disaster
Psychic? Check.Haunted by a malevolent spirit who is making life a living hell? Check.In love with a smoking hot Scot, who
is the reincarnation of the man creepy malevolent ghost murdered two centuries before? Check.Friends and family think
you're losing your mind? Check.Welcome to the life of sixteen-year-old Riley Williams, whose life hasn't been the same
since she moved to Scotland and met the spirit of Ian MacKinnon, and Laria, the witch who murdered him.Since helping Ian
cross over to the other side, Riley became Laria's target, and now the witch has made it clear she wants her dead. Laria has
already possessed Riley's brother and friends, and Riley is starting to feel a little strange herself. She just hopes that she
can stop Laria before the ghost takes everything from her. With her boyfriend Kade, her brother, and her buddies by her
side, Riley is in for the fight of her life.NOTE: THE DEPARTED is a mature YA paranormal romance. Due to strong language,
mention of alcohol, drug use, cutting, and sexual content, it is not recommended for younger readers.

Death Ship
"Our music, our culture, our science and our economic welfare all depend on a delicate balance between those ideas that
are controlled and those that are free, between intellectual property and the public domain

Dragon Slayer
He always dreamed of becoming a Champion. But finding a mythical sword could cut his life short Finn Featherstone longs
to trade in his paintbrush for a legendary Bizarre Blade. One day, after heroically rescuing a young girl and coming face-toface with his sword-fighting idol, he is shocked to learn he is being drafted as a foot soldier. A few days later the army
caravan he marches with is attacked by a pack of saber-toothed tigers. While trying to survive, Finn finds himself crashing
through the ice where he mistakenly discovers a magical Blade of his very own. Introduced to a world of Champions jealous
of his random find, Finn struggles to master his sword's sludge-spitting bad attitude. Surrounded by dubious allies, he must
somehow find the courage to battle the viscous meat-eating dinosaurs that roam the land as well as trying to survive the
freezing elements. And when a traitor takes down Finn's fellow Champions, the former painter must tame his angsty
weapon in a hurry if he has any hope of winning the fight of his life. Can Finn command his deranged Blade before his
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dreams of glory come to a bloody end? The Jigsaw Blade is the first book in the refreshingly unique Bizarre Blades sword
and sorcery fantasy series. If you like plucky heroes, wacky humor, and ferocious dinosaurs, then you'll love Stevie Collier's
swashbuckling tale. Buy The Jigsaw Blade to join a weird and wild adventure today! Praise for The Jigsaw Blade: The Jigsaw
Blade is unlike any fantasy novel I have ever read, and has set a new standard for me in the genre. -Goodreads Review
★★★★★ Throw everything else about conventional Fantasy out the window. Stevie Collier is not a conventional author.
-Amazon Review ★★★★★ the funniest book I've read since Kings of the Wyld--as in, people are looking at me in the break
room and asking why I'm laughing so much! -Goodreads Review ★★★★★ In the Bizarre Blade Series: Book 1: The Jigsaw
Blade Book 2: The Golden Blade Book 3: The Plague Blade (Release Date: May 28th) Preorder Now! Book 4: The Blood Blade
(Release Date: June 25th) Book 5: The Forsaken Blade (Release Date: July 23rd)

Zeta Hack
"A world made by the Eight Creators on which to play out their games of passion and power, Paradise is a sprawling,
diverse, often brutal place. Men and women live on Paradise as do dogs, cats, ferrets, goats, and horses. But dinosaurs
predominate: wildlife, monsters, beasts of burden--and of war"--Amazon.com.

Space Knight 4
The knighthood examination has arrived. Few squires pass the initial round, and even fewer make it through the final test
alive. The odds are stacked against every squire, but the Stalwart crew uncovers a Pure-Blood noble conspiracy to sabotage
Nick and his friends. But Nicholas welcomes the opposition. This is the moment of his dreams, and nothing will stop the
Stalwart squires from entering the illustrious order of Space Knights.

The Jigsaw Blade
Fans of Tim Burton and Wes Anderson will love this new fantasy novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author Alyson Noël
in which a ragtag team of eleven-year olds with otherworldly abilities set out to solve the mystery behind the sudden onset
of ordinary events plaguing their very unusual town. Compared to other more ordinary towns, Quiver Hollows is a very
strange, very curious place. It is also home to longtime friends Grimsly, Ollie, Ming, and Penelope. In a town where everyone
is spectacularly abnormal, Grimsly feels bad about being terribly, unforgivably normal, as the town's pet funeral director. So
when a series of strange and disturbing mundane occurrences begins plaguing Quiver Hollows, well, Grimsly fears his
growing celebrity just might be to blame since everyone knows that the things you focus on the most have an uncanny way
of shaping your world. The group of friends also learn that the bones in the pet cemetery are thought to be the source of
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the strange magic that binds the town of Quiver Hollows. With the bones now gone, the town's magic is quickly dissipating.
Will it ultimately become as common and ordinary as everywhere else?

Equalize
When Jay, Seymour, Kira, and Myrin discover a jungle planet controlled by a Dominion mad scientist and her experiments,
there are only two possible outcomes: Kill or be killed.Fortunately, killing is something that the team knows how to do well,
so the Dominion doesn't stand a chance.Disclaimer: This novel has a harem with beautiful alien women

Space Witch
Adam and his crew of beautiful women are together at last, but now they must circumnavigate the rite of passage that will
most likely kill the weretiger captain.As if certain death wasn't enough, there are hunters coming for both Adam and Eve,
and if the team wants to survive, they must battle an elite mercenary army before trying to kill a king.Disclaimer: The Star
Justice series contains graphic violence, cursing, and polyamorous/harem situations. The series is not suitable for children.

The Public Domain
An experiment gone wrong. A young man thrust across space. A desert planet ruled by human slavers, who trade in the
most precious commodity in the galaxy: women. Xander Cross has spent most of his life on the sidelines. But when a
particle collider malfunctions, transporting him and his best friend, Rachel, to a desert planet, where she's quickly captured
by a group of slavers, it's up to him to save the day. Yet, even with the help of four of Dardekum's most powerful Purifiers,
women who are as deadly as they are gorgeous, it'll be almost impossible to get Rachel back from the planet's cruelest
slaver. Will Xander be able to save her in time? "Slaves of Dardekum" is a red-hot harem book for men. If you like science
fiction, beautiful women, and cannibalistic mutants who bleed green blood, then you'll love reading this book.Buy "Slaves of
Dardekum" now to start the fun!

Death Ship
Gaia has awakened, and the world will never be the same again. Rockland Barkclay has had a rough year. On top of
everything else, his father has just passed, and Rocky has to go it alone on their annual trip. But his plans for drinking alone
in Algonquin Park are rudely interrupted by a sea of cosmic energy that governs the universe. Ether, the driving force of
creation, has returned. Now a confused Rocky must navigate odd hovering messages to survive. With the awakening of the
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very planet they reside on, humans are in a desperate fight to survive in an evolving world. If only Gaia hadn't woken up so
very very unhinged.

Dan the Warlord
Adam and his wives set their sights on the last of the Nordar Blood Overlord Clans. The Jotnar are devious, powerful, and
know that the tiger is coming for them.Our heroes have hatched a daring plan to sneak behind the Jotnar lines. To most, it
would be suicide, but to Adam, it is just another day of being the galaxy's more powerful King. Nothing will stand in his way,
and finally the clans will be united

Raptor Red
Monsters and mystery in a remote stronghold - explore the Citadels of the Forgotten Realms(R)! Neversfall was supposed to
be Estagund's stronghold in the wilds of monster-ridden Veldorn, an unassailable citadel to protect the southern lands. Then
the regiment holding Neversfall disappeared, leaving no hint of what took them. The replacement forces find themselves
attacked from both within and without the fortress's walls. Besieged by monsters and men, a mercenary captain and an
elite warrior must work together to discover out who their enemy really is.

Monster's Mercy
Leo "The Lion" Lennox is the 10 year word champion of Astafar Unlimited, the best virtual reality game of all time. However,
Leo has become bored with his success, and wonders where his next challenge will lie. Then he meets the mysterious Zarra,
and she tempts the champ to try her cutting edge game. Leo soon discovers a virtual world that is beyond fantastic. Can he
resist the lure of this amazing game and the beautiful woman that has asked him to quest on her behalf?

Slaves of Dardekum
An existence spent being forced to kill others to satiate a Monster.Where the only thing to look forward to was the blessed,
if brief, period of time between paying that bribe.Except that very same Monster is and isn't Rene.It just happened to live
inside his own mind and force him to do what it wanted. Rather than being an actual Monster.That was Rene's entire life
until a fateful day changed that. Where he died in a mission gone wrong.When he met the Watcher in the afterlife, and took
on a new life. A life of idyllic bliss that involved having a family.Until he was kidnapped and taken to a new city. A city where
Rene broke free, set down roots, opened a business, an orphanage, an underground gang, and began taking over.Rene has
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become the Hood, the Mask, and young Anatolis all in one.Where he continues to take more power with the Anatolis
bankroll, his blade, or someone else's blood.Except as he gains more power, he becomes more of a target.With every day,
more people are targeting one of his lives and what they can take from him.The city is about to be pitched head-first into
the front lines of more than one fight to the death.It has no idea, and it's one true defender is a serial-killer turned hitman
who became a bounty hunting money-lender that moonlights as a gang leader.All before the month is over.Warning and
minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence, undefined relationships/harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a
hero who is as tactful as a dog at a cat show. Read at your own risk.

Tamer 3
Following the hint given by Persephone, the crew arrives at planet Y-114-a. What they find throws them into an impossible
struggle against an army of deadly robots, a corrupt corporation wishing to enslave the planet, and an evil that is more
ancient than the galaxy.And this time, they might not all make it out alive.

Passion Restored
The Gallagher Brothers series from NYT Bestselling Author Carrie Ann Ryan continues with the one brother who thinks he
can handle it all and the one woman who could change that. Owen Gallagher likes everything in its place and is organized
to a fault. While his brothers have each dealt with their own personal tragedies and stresses, Owen figures he's had it pretty
easy. That is until his perfectly ordered world is rocked at its foundation and he's forced to rely on others. Now, he must
heal his body and his soul while trying to ignore his delectable and utterly off-limits neighbor. Liz McKinley is stressed out,
exhausted, and not in the mood for a bearded and growly man in her ER. When she patches him up to the best of his ability,
she's prepared to push him firmly from her thoughts. Of course, that would be easier if she and her best friend hadn't
bought the house next to his. Now their paths seem to cross daily, and she is finding it harder and harder to say no to the
injured and angry man next door. But she's been scarred one too many times in her life, and even though this Gallagher
looks good enough to eat, she knows that sometimes, sating that craving is the worst thing she can do.

King of Kings
The Empress almost has control of the world she was promised and soon her enemies will not be able to thwart her. There
is just one man keeping her from her prize: Kaiyer.

The Destroyer Book 2
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Imprisoned and subjected to brutal genetic experiments, space marine Adam has been changed into a perfect predator. A
super soldier that is part man, part tiger, and all killing machine.When his latest mission has an unexpected outcome, Adam
finds himself free of his explosive control collar and honor bound to protect a mysterious woman. Now he is on an alien
planet, and they are both being hunted by the most powerful mega corporation in the solar system. Their only escape lays
at the helm of an experimental starship hidden beyond countless layers of military security.All Adam has is his military
training, sense of honor, and a beautiful woman who needs to drink blood to live.It is time to let the tiger out.

The Destroyer Book 4
Adam, Eve, and Z have narrowly escaped the clutches of Elaka Nota Corporation and exited hyperspace around the orbit of
Queen's Hat Station- where they intend to re-stock and repair Persephone. Instead, our heroes find themselves in the
middle of an undercover police operation, gang war, and terrorist plot that threatens the two million innocent citizens of the
immense space station.The clock is ticking, and failure means that Adam will lose the person that he owes his life to: Eve.

The Dinosaur Four
Control dinosaurs.Tame women.Rule the world.Victor Shelby and his tribe of beautiful alien women have built a fortress to
keep themselves safe, but when they encounter another tribe of survivors, Victor must leverage his dinosaur taming
abilities to negotiate either peace or violence.And violence is what Dinosaurland is all about.

I Wish I Had a Pirate Suit
The Eternals, immortals with phenomenal powers and created by the more than god-like beings known as the Celestials.
When medical student mark Curry is approached by a man with strange golden eyes and told that he is an Eternal, events
are set in motion that force mark to question everything he's ever believed. Written by bestselling cult author Neil Gaiman.
Collects Eternals Vol.1 #1-7, plus Eternal Sketchbook and Marvel Spotlight.

Eye of the Tiger
The 7 Deadly Sins, Moving In When Horace gets fired from his dead-end job, an unexpected lady gives him the courage to
stand up for himself. But will he manage to get his life back in order when 7 strange women suddenly burst into his life and
his home, when he has agreed to the Terms of Service without having read them and when the game these women are
playing ends up in either success or death? WARNING: “7 Deadly Roommates” contains explicit content, low inhibitions,
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bilingual cursing, British spelling, European political correctness, a ton of stuff given in the metric system, worship of madeup corporate gods, references to male and female body parts and the myriad of fun ways they link together, drinking,
abuse, attempted murder, polyamory, LGBT characters, diversity, representation of all body types, and the story of a guy
who's mixed up in a wicked game of sin. This is book 1 of the Mean Gods series.

Kingdom of Exiles
Peter has a pirate suit and all the power to go with it, while his younger brother has to serve as the crew on their imaginary
pirate ship.

Thanos
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